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Natural Language Understanding (NLU)

● State-of-the-art supervised learning in NLU: 
○ Supervised machine learning for structured prediction, great progress in three decades
○ Good performance
○ But it requires unrealistic amounts of annotated data.
○ Good advances on active learning approaches
○ But main focus on classical text classification and not specialized for structured prediction
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plain text NLU linguistic structure

entity and relation extraction

Both input and outputs are structured
NLU tasks are structured prediction tasks



NLU for Specific Tasks
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NLU on Target Textual Domains

● Many different textual domains and unique 
information needs

● Need tools for task-specific semantics
○ Need to annotate from scratch?

● Can we minimize human annotation effort?
○ Minimize annotation redundancy

● Can we leverage human expertise?
○ More powerful feedback

Challenge 1: Unique information needs of each NLU application 

- Domain: web forum on electronic devices
- We want to collect:

- What devices are mentioned
- Features of these devices
- Opinions, in what aspects?
- Problems, in what parts?
- Troubleshooting, fix procedures, ...

The 7+ and 7 are water resistant. The 6S is generally not 
considered much improved from the 6. None of these phones
have wireless charging. Conclusion: IMO 7+ is worth it if the 
wireless headphones aren't too much of an inconvience ….



Natural Language is Structured and Complex
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Complexity of Natural Language 

● Meaning in Natural Language is Compositional 
○ Word meaning: determined by morphology units
○ Sentence meaning: determined by composing the 

meaning of its parts.

● Multiple wordings for the same underlying 
meaning.

Challenge 2: Compositionality and Expressivity of Natural Language



INTERACT Grand Goal
New interactive machine learning methods for natural language 
understanding that:

- Enable efficient training of NLU models by optimizing the 
collaboration between the learning algorithm and the human 
teacher

- Active feedback strategy specifically designed to handle the 

compositionality and expressivity of natural language

Dimensions of the problem:

- Machine learning aspects, minimize annotation redundancy 

- Human aspects, what type of feedback should humans provide?

- Application aspects, drastically reduce supervision in NLU tasks

Novelty and impact:

● New methods for

interactive learning for 
compositional models that 
go beyond current active 

learning approaches for 
structured prediction

● Increase the reach of NLU 
technologies

● Bring the annotator to the 

center, leverage the 
knowledge of domain 
experts
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Objective 1: Minimize Annotation Redundancy
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Goal: Minimize Annotation Redundancy

Approach:
Empower the learning algorithm to better leverage 

the human teacher: 
● Request a variety of feedback 

● Efficient exploration of compositional domains

INTERACT solution:

● Active feedback + representation learning:

○ Analogous to inducing clusters for active 

learning of classifiers

○ Induce latent structure of the underlying 

parts of a composite structure

Interactive learning of 
compositional latent state models

Interactive low rank matrix completion

Technical Novelty

Exploiting ideas from 

spectral learning of non-

deterministic weighted 

automata

reduction



Objective 2: Oracles for Human Teachers

● Inspired by query learning algorithms for 

NWA 

● Goal: Develop strategies to approximate 
a function oracle with feedback 

provided by a human teacher.

● Feedback strategy should take into 

account what is optimal for the algorithm 

and what is optimal for the human 
teacher

● Human-Computer Interaction Challenges
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Objective 3: Natural Language Understanding with Interactive Learning

The main objective is to develop tools for fast training 
and deployment of NLU models for any textual domain 
and information need. 

Four specific NLU tasks:

○ Entity extraction
○ Language modeling
○ Syntactic parsing
○ Task-specific semantic parsing

We want to:

○ Vastly reduce the amount of supervision
required to train viable systems.
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news wire

health
forums

biology
texts

customer 
support
dialogs



Learning sequence models with an annotation budget constraint

● If I can only annotate n tokens which ones would be optimal?

● Different from active learning à interested in the performance of the initial
model (cold-start problem)

● Approach: Minimize annotation redundancy.

● Annotate partial samples (i.e. phrases)
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Diversity Sampling
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Hankel Matrix
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Hankel Matrix
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Hankel Matrix Language Representation
● Distributional Hypothesis: 

phrases of similar meaning
appear in similar contexts

● Implicitly Cluster Phrases
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Minimizing Annotation Effort via Max-Volume Spectral Sampling

Anonymous ACL submission

Abstract
We address the annotation data bottleneck for001
sequence classification. Specifically we ask002
the question: if one has a budget of N annota-003
tions, which samples should we select for an-004
notation? The solution we propose looks for005
diversity in the selected sample, by maximiz-006
ing the amount of information that is useful007
for the learning algorithm, or equivalently by008
minimizing the redundancy of samples in the009
selection. This is formulated in the context of010
spectral learning of Weighted Automata for se-011
quence classification. Our method represents012
unlabeled data in the form of a Hankel matrix,013
and uses the notion of spectral max-volume to014
find a compact sub-block from which annota-015
tion samples are drawn. Experiments on se-016
quence classification confirm that our spectral017
sampling strategy is in fact efficient and yields018
good models.019

1 Introduction020

In the later years the field of NLP has witnessed021

great progress on supervised machine learning022

methods for sequence classification. However,023

most of these methods require large amounts of024

annotated training data. Because of this, whenever025

a new NLP application needs to be developed, data026

annotation becomes the main bottleneck in terms027

of cost and time. For example, a defense research028

analyst might wish to quickly train a text classi-029

fier to detect emergent socio-political events in a030

given conflict area. Since there might be only a031

few experts on the subject their time will be costly.032

Therefore, the expert should be able to train models033

fast with minimal annotation effort.034

To address the annotated data bottleneck, re-035

searchers have proposed active learning approaches036

that develop sampling strategies designed to min-037

imize the number of annotations required to train038

a model (Settles, 2009; Wang and Shang, 2014;039

Zhang et al., 2016; Siddhant and Lipton, 2018).040

Most active learning proposals are based on two041

Figure 1: Representing unlabeled data in the form of a
Hankel matrix can be very effective to uncover latent
structure of the data. We present a sampling technique
to leverage this structure.

main strategies. The first strategy uses model un- 042

certainty and selects samples for which the pre- 043

diction of the current model is the least confident. 044

This strategy might not work very well during the 045

first iterations of active learning, when the predic- 046

tions of the model are unstable. Furthermore, the 047

model uncertainty criteria cannot be applied in the 048

first iteration, when no model has been trained and 049

one needs to resort to other cold start sampling 050

strategies (Yuan et al., 2020). To overcome the 051

limitations of the uncertainty approach other re- 052

searchers have proposed sampling strategies that 053

attempt to maximize the diversity of the selected 054

samples (Shao et al., 2019). 055

Besides the selection strategy, another dimen- 056

sion of an active learning method is the type of 057

annotation feedback that it exploits. For example, 058

in text classification the annotations can consist of 059

labels for complete texts, phrases, sentences or fea- 060

tures (McCallum and Nigam, 1999; Settles et al., 061

2008; Druck et al., 2009). 062

In this paper we focus on the problem of training 063

sequence classification models under an annotation 064

budget constraint and with no prior trained model 065
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WFA Classifier Ensembles
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Max-volumen phrase sampling for training sequence
classifiers under budget constraints

● 1- Compute the domain hankel matrix

● 2- Compute a max-volume subblock

● 3- Ask feedback for all non-zero phrases that appear in the subblock

○ ‘Multilabel feedback’ Can this phrase appear in an example of class c? 
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Some results: Sentiment Classification (IMDB) 
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Figure 2: Comparison to max-volume oracles for
phrase sampling.

non-zero, and 0 otherwise.552

Figure 2 shows F1 performance in terms of the553

number of annotated tokens. We clearly see that554

using occurrences behaves very similarly to using555

actual expectations. This confirms our hypothesis,556

and enables to train our models from simple bi-557

nary phrase occurrence feedback. The same figure558

also shows the curve for our proposed sampling559

method, that estimates the max-volume sub-block560

using unlabeled sequences. We can see it follows561

the same trend as the oracles. This confirms that562

using the underlying domain distribution to inform563

about sub-blocks of maximum information is in-564

deed an effective working hypothesis.565

4.2 Comparisons for Fixed Annotation566

Budgets567

We now compare our strategy for sampling under568

budget constraints with two baselines. The first569

baseline samples complete random examples, and570

the second one samples random phrases of length571

less than 10. We also compare to the ALPS sam-572

pling strategy by Yuan et al. (2020).573

Figure 3 shows the comparison. The main ob-574

servation is that max-volume sampling is much575

more efficient than the two baselines. Compared576

to ALPS, we also see that max-volume sampling is577

more efficient for low budget settings, even though578

after 150K annotated tokens the ALPS method per-579

forms the same, and eventually achieves slight im-580

provements in F1. Table 1 shows in more detail the581

performance of max-volume sampling in terms of582

the size of the basis and the total number of tokens583

to be labeled.584
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Figure 3: Comparison with alternative sampling meth-
ods under fixed annotation budget.

basis size #tokens F1
11 5,056 50%
30 5,151 57%
50 5,251 61%
70 5,351 62%

200 6,001 62%
400 7,001 77%

1,000 10,001 77%
2,000 15,001 79%
5,000 30,121 79%

Table 1: Performance of max-volume sampling with
respect to the basis budget, and corresponding number
of tokens for annotation.

5 Conclusions 585

Sequence distributions that can be modeled with 586

latent state models have low-rank signatures. That 587

is, the whole distribution can be learned from statis- 588

tics over a small number of key phrases. The main 589

contribution of our work is to show how we can 590

leverage that property to design efficient sampling 591

strategies for sequence classification under annota- 592

tion budget constraints. 593

The idea is quite simple: while for a given cat- 594

egory we cannot know a priori (that is without 595

labeled sequences) its low-rank signature (and key 596

phrases), we can try to estimate the signature from 597

unlabeled domain data. Using that approximation 598

we can design an efficient way of selecting phrases 599

to label. Our experiments showed that with this 600

strategy we can obtain reasonable sequence classi- 601

fication models under small budget constraints. To 602

the best of our knowledge our proposal is the first 603

sampling strategy to implicitly exploit low-rank 604
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Take home:
● Latent state sequence models have low-rank signatures à only a few key

statistics matter

● Annotation strategies should exploit this fact à cleverly select the smalest set 
that contains the key stats.

● If you have an annotation budget pick a simple model (i.e WFA with few
states) and select your samples wisely.

● Questions:

○ Could the strategy work for other latent state models?

○ Can we use it as initial model for active learning? 17



Thanks!!
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